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22 October 2021

Hon Meka Whaitiri
Minister of Customs
Parliament Buildings
Wellington

Dear Meka
Overview
Thank you for your recent engagement on Budget 2022. As you will be aware, we have
set a very high bar for the initiatives that will be invited for submission.
Over 560 initiatives were submitted through the Budget 2022 invitation process.
Indicative funding sought totals $64 billion operating and $9.2 billion capital across the
forecast period. As will be obvious to you, that is far beyond the funding available and
has required me to make early decisions to allow for an effective Budget process.
Even having done this, I still need your assistance to support the Budget process. In that
light, I have had to carefully reduce the number of potential Budget 2022 initiatives
through the invitation process, to reduce wasted effort and to ensure that the Budget
decision-making stage is as strategic and targeted as possible, supported by robust
value-for-money analysis and confidence of delivery.
I expect the number of initiatives submitted in December across all portfolios to be less
than the number invited. Similarly, I expect total funding sought to be less than the
indicative funding of invited initiatives. I ask that you play your part in this focusing of
Budget priorities by only submitting an initiative if it is high priority, represents strong
value for money, and is implementation ready.
When prioritising, I expect you to focus on the implementation readiness of initiatives
and delivery risk. I will only be supporting initiatives that are implementation ready, unless
there is clearly articulated reasoning for why an exception to this rule should be
considered.
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Budget 2022 Invitations
With this in mind, I have considered the proposals that you outlined in your letter for your
Customs portfolio, and I am inviting you to submit the following initiative for consideration
through Budget 2022:
13644 – Financial sustainability: continuing to offset the reduction in third-party revenue
from the Border Processing Levy
As you are aware, you have been invited to seek funding for other specified initiatives
through the COVID-19 omnibus process being run by the Department of Prime Minister
and the Treasury, to feed into a Cabinet paper in November.
All Budget 2022 initiatives are expected to complete all value-for-money information and
analysis requirements outlined in the initiative submission template due 10 December.
Initiative submission templates and guidance were communicated to your department on
30 September and are available on CFISnet.
Please note that while I have invited this initiative to be submitted for consideration, this
does not guarantee that it will receive funding. The Treasury will assess the value for
money and relative priority of all initiatives, and this advice will help to inform the shape
of the final Budget 2022 package considered by Cabinet. Therefore, I expect that all
initiatives will be supported by a robust case for funding and a strong evidence base, as
well as realistic scaling and reprioritisation options.

Next steps
The proposal that I have not invited you to submit as a Budget 2022 initiative may be
addressed through future Budgets or other levers such as reprioritisation of baseline
funding. As per the expectations that I have previously outlined, I will not support any
out-of-cycle funding requests for this initiative unless there is a compelling case for
urgency.
I look forward to discussing options for funding initiatives through Budget 2023 at a later
stage.
Thank you for your ongoing work.
Yours sincerely

Hon Grant Robertson
Minister of Finance
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